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Introduction 
The most familiar results for integral equations consider the equation 
t?(x) +A I K(x, y)t?(y)dy= f(x). This equation depends on the parameter A 
in an obviously simple way, and under certain conditions a great deal 
is known about it, e.g. that it has a unique solution t? for each given f 
except for certain singular values An of A, and that there are only finitely 
many such An in any bounded subset of the complex plane; in fact I+ AK 
has an inverse which is a meromorphic function of A. 
Numerous cases of equations with a more complicated dependence on A 
are known, however. The impetus for this paper was one that arose in 
connection with a problem that can be phrased either in terms of trigono-
metric series or partial differential equations ( [L ], pp. 429-430). The 
analysis led to an equation of the form 
(1) t?(x) +I K(x, y, A)t?(y)dy = f(x), 
with the dependence on A being analytic, but not of the above simple 
nature. There are some results of the type referred to above for this sort 
of equation, e.g. those of TAMARKIN [To]. However Tamarkin's conditions 
were formulated before Banach spaces had become the natural domain 
for this sort of investigation; a modern treatment can be made much 
more general without complicating the proof. Both the requirements on 
the operator K(A) for fixed A, and the nature of the analyticity assumed, 
can be considerably weaker than is the case in [To]. 
This paper is divided into two parts. The first shows that the weak 
analyticity assumed has strong consequences, and discusses further 
properties of analytic families of operators. Many such results are known, 
but we have given here a derivation that leads directly to what is needed 
in Theorem 2. For another treatment of this topic (based, like the present 
one, on the principle of uniform boundedness) see [HPJ, sections 3.10 
and 3.11. 
The second part of the paper shows (Theorem 2} that either the inverse 
*) This work was done while the author was supported by a NATO Postdoctoral 
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of I +K(}.) is a meromorphic function of A, or it exists for no A. For a 
simple example in which the degenerate case occurs, let K(.A) be the 
transformation in the plane R2 defined by K(.A)(x, y) = ( -x, .Ay); then 
I +K(.A) is singular for every value of.?.. The proof of Theorem 2 is based 
on an approximation to K by an operator B with finite range. In case 
the space X on which K operates is a separable Hilbert space and K is 
compact, B can be chosen so that the norm [[K- B[[ < 1; however, this is 
not possible in all the cases where a Fredholm theory is to be expected. 
For this reason we rely on the more appropriate spectral approximation, 
i.e. B is chosen merely so that I- (K- B) is invertible. The proof that 
such an approximation is possible is given in Lemma 2, which we have 
based on the nature of the spectrum of a compact operator K, and on 
the mapping of K and its spectrum by analytic functions. Aside from 
this the proof is rather elementary, and basically the same as the proof 
of the Fredholm alternative to be found in a book such as [Y]. 
We consider a few examples to illustrate the checking of the weak 
analyticity assumed here. For concreteness, suppose for each }. in some 
region Gin the complex plane an operator A(.?.) is defined on an LP space, 
I <P < =· Then according to definition 1 below, A(.?.) is analytic if and 
only if fgA(.A)I is an analytic function of }. for each I in LP and g in its 
conjugate LP', 1/p + 1/p' = l. For instance suppose A(.?.) is defined on 
LP(O, n) for Re(.A)> -t by the kernel A(x, y, A)= [sin2 (x-y)J". Then 
ffg(x) [sin2 (x-y)Y l(y)dx dy is analytic for I in LP, gin LP', having the 
derivative ffg(x) [sin2 (x-y)]-' log sin2 (x-y)l(y)dxdy. 
As a second example, consider a Hilbert-Schmidt operator given by 
00 
a kernel K(x, y, A)= 2 anm(A) cpn(x) cpm(y), with fJ?n an orthonormal basis 
n. rn = 1 
of L 2, anm(A) analytic in G; and suppose [[K(.A)[[ is bounded on each compact 
N 
subset 0 of G. Let KN(A) have the kernel 2 anm(A) fJ?n(x) cpm(y). Then 
n. rn = 1 
[[KN(.A)[[ <[[K(.A)[[, and (KN(.A)I, g) is analytic in G, bounded for}. in 0, and 
converges to (K(.A)I, g), so that this function is also analytic. 
Note that the proof in [To] requires the analyticity of the anm(A) and 
local bundedness of 2!anmU•)I 2 , so that our hypotheses cover the case 
treated there. An alternate proof of essentially this case is given in [TW]. 
00 
As a final example, consider the kernel arising in [L], K(x, y, .?.) = 2 ak(A) 
lc ~ 1 
cos (kx)1pk(y, .?.), defining an operator on LP(O, :n) for 1 <p<=. It is shown 
in [L], for }. in a region G containing 0<.1.< 1, that ak(A) is analytic, 
jak(A)I <ck-2 for a c independent of k and A, that 
k 
1pk(y, A)= (tan y/2)-' 2 bJk(A) sin jy, 
j ~ 1 
with b1k(A) analytic, and finally that 1pk(y, .A) is bounded for all k,O<y<n, 
00 00 
A E G. Since Iff 2 ak(A) cos kx1pk(y,.A) l(x) g(y)dxdy! < [[I[[P[[g[[p' sup !1pkjc 2 k-2 , 
N+1 N+1 
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the operator with kernel K(x, y, A) is the limit in norm of the operators 
N 
with kernels KN(x, y, A)= L ak(A) cos kx 1pp(y, A), which are clearly 
1 
analytic. 
Many of the methods and arguments given below are familiar, but are 
included for the sake of completeness. 
The author is indebted to Professor ZAANEN for several helpful remarks. 
l. Operators depending analytically on a parameter 
We begin by stating the form of uniform boundedness we require here, 
to be found in [D + S], p. 66; and derive it from the more familiar result 
that goes by the same name, and is to be found in books less encyclopedic 
than [D + S], e.g. in [TJ. We consider Banach spaces X and Y with 
elements respectively I and g, and their dual spaces X' and Y' with 
elements f' and g'; and denote the value of the linear functional g' at the 
point g by (g, g'). 
The norm of a linear functional g' is [[g'[[ =sup (g, g') for [[g[[ = l; the 
norm of a linear operator T from X to Y is [[T[[ =sup [[Till for IIIII = l, or 
f 
[[T[[ =sup I(TI, g')l for IIIII = l, llg'll = l. 
f. (}' 
Lemma l. Let Ti be a family of operators from X to Y, one operator 
for each i in an index set I. If for each I in X and g' in Y' we have 
sup I(Td, g')l <=, then sup [[Ti[[ <=. 
i 'i 
Proof. We assume the usual formulation of uniform boundedness: 
if Fi is a family of functionals on a Banach space Z, and sup !Fi(z)l <= 
i 
for each z in Z, then sup [[Fi[[ <=. ([TJ, p. 203). Let now Z=X x Y' be 
i 
the direct product of X and Y', with elements (f; g') and norm II (f; g') II = 
=II/II+ [[g'[[; and let Fi(f; g') = (Td; g'). Since for each (f; g')lwe have sup 
i 
lTd; g'l <=,it follows that sup [[Fi[[ <=, i.e. there is a constant 0 
i 
with I(Tif,g')I~O([[III+IIg'[[) for all i, I, and g'. Thus for all i [[Ti[[ = 
=sup I(Tif,g')l:£20. 
II f 11~1 
lla'll~1 
Definition l. The family A(A) is analytic in G if and only if (A(A)I,g') 
is analytic in G for each I in X and g' in Y'. 
The properties of analytic families required in section 2 are corollaries 
of the following result. 
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Theorem l. The family A(A) is analytic in G if and only if for each 
00 00 
Ao in G there is a power series A(A)= ICn(A-Ao)n, where I IIOn]]jA-Ao]n 
0 0 
converges in any circle jA-Ao] < !5 contained in G. 
Proof. The "if" part is trivial; the proof of "only if" consists in 
showing that the family A(A) is continuous in norm, so that A(A) can be 
represented by a Cauchy integral and thus expanded in a power series. 
Let 0 be a compact convex subset of G, and consider the set of operators 
'P; .. p=(A-p.)-1 (A(A)-A(,u)) with A and fl in 0, A=/=,u. Then for each fin X 
and g' in Y' we have j(T; .. pf, g')j ~ sup jd(A(t)f, g')jdtj = Mt./· By lemma l, 
tin 0 
there is a constant M such that I[T_.,1,I[ ~M, or jjA(A)-A(,u)j[ ~M]A-,uj for 
A and ,u in C. Since the compact convex 0 was arbitrary, A(A) is continuous 
in norm for all A in G. 
From this continuity, it follows that the Riemann integral 
l 
-2 . fr (,u-A)-1 A(ft)d,u 
n~ 
exists, if r is any rectifiable closed contour in G and A is inside F; in fact 
llfr(,u-A)-1 A(fl)d,u- I(,ui-A)-1 A(,ui)Ll,ui]l can be made arbitrarily small 
by making the maximum ]Ll/A~i] small enough. It follows that 
l 
2ni fr(,u-A)-1 A(ft)d,u=A(A), 
since for arbitrary f and g' we have 
l (A(A)f, g') = -2 . f r (,u- A)-1 (A(,u)f, g')d,u = n~ 
=lim (2~i L (,Ui- A)-1 A(fli)Ll ,ui/, g') = c~i s (,u- A)-1 A (fl)d,u f, g'); 
the first equality is Cauchy's theorem for the function (A(A)f, g'), the second 
follows from the definition of Riemann integrals and the linearity of the 
pairing (f, g'), and the third follows from the convergence in norm of the 
Riemann sums. If we now take r to be a circle about ).0 and expand 
(,u- A)-1 in its (uniformly convergent) power series about Ao, we find 
00 l 00 
A(A) = L 2ni fr (,u-A)-n-1 A(tA~)dfl(A-Ao)n = L Cn(A-Ao)n. 
0 0 
For A inside F we have 
00 00 l 
I ]A-Ao]nj]On]] ~ L 2n fr IIA(fl) II l,u -Ao]-n-l dp.jA-Ao]n = 
0 0 
l 
= 2n Jr]IA(fl)ll (j,u-Ao]-jA-Ao])-1]d,uj <=. 
This completes theorem l. 
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Corollary I. A().) is analytic if and only if there is a family A'().) 
such that lim II (1/h)(A().+h) -A().)) -A'().)jj = 0. 
h-+0 
Corollary 2. If A().) and B().) are analytic, and B().) : Y---?>- Z, then 
B().) A().) is analytic. 
Proof. (1/h) (B().+h)A().+h)-B().)A().)) converges in norm to 
B'().)A().) + B().)A'().). 
Corollary 3. If A().) is analytic, then the set of ). where A().)-1 
exists is open, and A().)-1 is analytic there. 
Proof. Suppose A().0)-1 exists. In proving theorem I we showed 
that A().) was continuous in norm, so that for sufficiently small h 
B(h)=A(},0)-A(},0+h) has norm less than jjA().0)-1jj-1, so that A().0 +h)-1 
00 
is given by I A().0)-1 (A().0)-1B(h))n. Thus the set where A().)-1 exists is 
0 
open, and this inverse is continuous there. A().)-1 is also analytic, since 
(I/h) (A().+h)-1 -A().)-1) = A().)-1 (1/h)(A(A)-A().+h))A().+h)-1, which 
converges in norm to A(},)-1 A'().)A().)-1. 
Corollary 4. Let G be connected, Ao, A1, A2, ... in G, and An---?>- Ao. 
LetS be a subspace of the bounded operators from X to Y that is closed 
in norm, and let A().) be an analytic family of operators from X to Y. 
Then if A (Ak) is inS for k =I, 2, ... it follows that A().) is inS for all ). in G. 
Proof. Let Ao=O. We show inductively that all the coefficients in 
00 
A(A)= ICn).n are inS. First, Co=A(O)=limA(Ak) is inS. If01, ... ,CN 
0 
oo N 
are all in S, it follows that I Cn Akn = A(Ak)- I Cn Akn is inS. Dividing 
N+l 0 
by ).kN +1 and taking lim as k ---?>- = we find C N +1 is inS. The result carries 
over easily to all of G. 
This is obviously a generalization of the elementary result that if an 
analytic function vanishes on a set with a limit point in its region of 
analyticity, then it vanishes identically. 
Definition 2. A().) is meromorphic in G if there are isolated points 
Ar, ).2 , ••• in G and integers Nr, N2, ... such that for each f in X and g' 
in Y', and each n, ().-},n)Nn (A().)j, g) is bounded in a neighbourhood of An. 
The point An is called a pole, and the minimum choice of N n its order. 
Corollary 5. If A().) is meromorphic in G, then for every ).0 in 
00 
G A().) has a Laurent expansion I Cn(A- ).0 )n converging in norm in an 
-N 
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annulus about A.o. N can be taken as the order of A.o if A.o is a pole, or zero 
otherwise. 
Proof. Suppose A.0 is a pole of order N. Then the operator defined by 
B(A.)=(A.-A.0)N+1A(A.) if A#Ao, B(A.o}=O, is analytic in a neighbourhood 
00 
of A.o, and in the series B(A.) = L Dn(A- A.o)n' 'the term Do= B(A.o) = 0. 
0 
Dividing the series for B(A.) by (A.-A.0)N+l yields the desired series for A(A.). 
Definition 3. An operator A :X--+ Y is called finite if its range 
is finite dimensional. 
Such operators are often called "degenerate", but "finite" is also 
descriptive and lends itself to better terminology in Definition 4. 
It is easy to see that if {u~, ... , Un} forms a basis for .the range of A, 
n 
then there are members ai of X' such that A I= L (f, a1)u1 for all I in X. 
0 
Further, if B maps Y into Z and either A or B is finite, then so is BA. 
Definition 4. A(A.) is finitely meromorphic if and only if it is 
meromorphic, and for each A.o the coefficients of negative powers of A.- A.0 
00 
in A(A.}( L On(A.- A.o)n are finite operators. 
. -N 
Corollary 6. If A(A.) : X --+ Y and B(A.) : Y-+ Z are (finitely) 
meromorphic, then so is B(A.) A(A.). 
Proof. Multiply the Laurent series for B(A.) and A(A.). 
2. Fredholm equations depending analytically on a parameter 
Here we justify the necessary approximation by finite operators, and 
establish the meromorphic nature of the resolvent (I +K(A.))-1 of 
cfo+K(A.) cfo=l. The spectral theory of compact operators is used heavily 
in lemma 2 below, but does not occur further in the proof of theorem 2 
or 3. For obvious reasons, we consider operators on a single Banach 
space X. 
Lemma 2. If Tn is compact for some positive integer n, then there 
is a finite operator F such that I- (T- F) is invertible. 
Proof. If z= l is not in the spectrum a(T) ofT, then we can take 
F=O. In case z= lis in a(T), it is an isolated point ([T], p. 312; [D+S], 
p. 579}, so that for some (} > 0 there are no. other members of the spectrum 
in iz-ll<2e. 
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Let f(z)=z on lz-1l<e and f(z)=O on lz-11>2e, so that f is analytic 
on a(T). Let 
1 
F = f(T) = -2 . f Jz- 1 J~e z(zi -T)-1dz. n~ 
Then T- F = g(T), where g(z) = z- f(z), and by the spectral mapping 
theorem ([T], p. 302; [D+S], p. 569) a(T-F)=g(a(T)). Since g(z)=1 
for no z in a(T), I- (T- F) is invertible. 
To see that F is finite, consider the projection E associated with z= 1, 
E = -21 . f Jz- 1 J~e (zi -T)-1dz. n~ 
According to [D + S], p. 579, or [T], p. 312, E is finite. Defining h(z) = 1 
for lz-11 <e andh(z) = Ofor lz-11 > 2(l,wehaveE =h(T),andsincef(z) =zh(z), 
it follows ([T], p. 290; [D +S], p. 568)that F =TE, and hence that Fisfinite. 
To save parentheses, we will write K;. instead of K(A) below. 
Theorem 2. Let K;. : X--? X be an analytic family of operators 
for A in an open connected region G of the complex plane, such that for 
some positive integer n (K;.)n is compact for A in G. Then either (I -K;.)-1 
is finitely meromorphic in G, or I- K;. has an inverse for no A in G. 
Proof. We construct (I -K;.)-1 locally in G by using a finite approx-
imation to K;.. It is clear from the connectedness of G that if the theorem 
holds in a neighbourhood of each point of G, then it holds in all of G. 
Let Ao be in G. By lemma 2, there is a finite B such that I- (K;.,- B) 
is invertible. Let K;.- B=R;.; then I -R;. is analytic in G, and I -R;., 
is invertible. By corollary 3, there is a d>O such that (I -R;,)-1 exists 
and is analytic for [A-Aol<d. Set 0;.=-(I-R;.)-1B, so that (I-K;.)= 
=(I-R;.)(I-0;.). Thus I-K;. has an inverse if and only if I-0;. does, 
and where it exists (I- K;.)-1 =(I -0;.)-1 (I- R;.)-1. Since the second term 
is analytic, by Corollary 6 it will suffice to show that (I -0;.)-1 either 
exists for no [A-Aol <d, or is finitely meromorphic for [A-Aol <d. Let 
N 
Bf= ! (f, an)un, with Ut, ... ,UN linearly independent in X. Then 
1 
N N 
0;.= -_L(f,an)(I-R;.)-1un= _L(f,an)vnJ.· Here, since (I-R;.)-1 is in-
1 1 
vertible and analytic, the vnJ. are linearly independent and, for each g' 
in X', (vn;., g') is analytic in [A-Aol <d. Hence the function 
D(A)=det (bkn-(vn;., ak)) is analytic for IA-Aol<b. We distinguish two 
cases. 
Case i) D(A)=O for all[A-Aol <d. Then for each such A there is a non-
N 
trivial solution Xt, ... , XN of Xk- ! Xn(Vn;., dk)=O. 
n~1 
N 
If we set f = ! Xk vk;. we have f =F 0, since the vk;. are linearly independent, 
1 
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N N 
and f-O;J= ! {xk- ! Xn (vn;., dk)}vk;.=O. Thus I -0;. has no inverse 
k~1 n~1 
for any IA.-A.ol <d. 
Case ii) If case (i) does not hold, then D(A.), being analytic, vanishes 
only at isolated points in IA.-A.ol <d. 
Let Mkn(A.) be the cofactor of bkn- (vnA, ak) in the expression for D(A.); 
Mkn(A.) is analytic for IA.-A.ol <d. Then for D(A.)#O we have 
N N 
(I -0;.)-lg = g+D(A.)-1 ! ! (g, ak) Mn~(A.)vnA 
n~1 k~1 
N N 
= g- (I -RA)-1D(A.)-l ! ! (g, ak) Mnk(A.)un. 
n~1 k~1 
From this and Corollary 6 follows that (I -OA)-1 is finitely meromorphic, 
and hence (I- K;.)-1 is also. 
The proof of the following extension of Theorem 2 presents no new 
difficulties, so we give it only sketchily. 
Theorem 3. Theorem 2 holds if KA is only assumed to be finitely 
meromorphic, and K;.n is assumed compact for some set of A with a limit 
point in G. 
Proof. By Corollary 4, K;.n is compact for all A in G, except at the 
poles of KA. Now the assumption that KA is finitely meromorphic allows 
a local approximation of KA by finite operators. 
M 
Specifically, let KA=H;.+ ! Fn(A.-A-0 )-n, where HA is analytic in a 
n~1 
neighbourhood of A.o and the F n are finite operators. Let a finite B approx-
imate H A' i.e. let I- (H A- B) be invertible for lA.- A.ol <d. Set R A= H A- B, 
M 
and 0;.=- (I -R;.)-1 (B+ ! Fn(A-Ao)-n). Then as before 
1 
I -KA =(I -RA)(I -OA). 
If u1, u2, ... , UN form a basis for the sum of the ranges of B and the F n, 
we have 
M M N 
(B+ ! Fn(A-Ao)-n) f= ! ! (A-Ao)-1(/, aJn)Un, 
1 i~O n~1 
and M N 
O;.f= I ! (A-Ao)-1 (f, aJn)Vn;.· 
i~O n~ 1 
The proof procedes as before, except that now D(A.) and Mkn(A) are 
meromorphic. The explicit construction of (I -OA)-1 shows that it is 
finitely meromorphic. 
As a final remark, we note that the requirement that KAn be compact 
is actually stronger than necessary; the proof of lemma 2 shows that it 
is enough to require that z = 1 be at worst an isolated point of the spectrum, 
and that the associated projection E(1) be finite. 
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